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[1] Many space missions have already evidenced the existence of the ion foreshock
region located upstream of the Earth’s bow shock and populated by energetic
backstreaming ions reflected by the shock front. In order to analyze this region, a curved
shock is simulated with a 2-D particle-in-cell (PIC) code. The analysis is presently
restricted to the quasi-perpendicular angular range defined by 45ı � �Bn � 90ı. In
agreement with experimental data, present results evidence two distinct ion populations
backstreaming from the shock front along the interplanetary magnetic field: (i) the
field-aligned beam population (hereafter “FAB”) and (ii) the gyrophase bunched
population (hereafter “GPB”) which differ from each other by their gyrotropic or
non-gyrotropic behavior, respectively. Excluded by a simulation time which is too short,
ion instabilities pitch-angle scattering cannot be the source of “GPB.” Two new criteria
are proposed to identify more precisely each population: their interaction time �tint with
the shock front and their downstream penetration depth. These criteria show that (i) the
“FAB” population moves back and forth between the upstream edge of the shock front
and the overshoot, and is characterized by a �tint covering several upstream gyroperiods.
(ii) In contrast, the “GPB” ions suffer a short interaction time (i.e., 1 < �ci). We observe
that the “FAB" ions may have different origins although all “GPB” ions seem to be
produced by the electrostatic field built up at the shock and are emitted in a burst-like
mode rather than in continuous way.
Citation: Savoini, P., B. Lembege, and J. Stienlet (2013), On the origin of the quasi-perpendicular Ion Foreshock: Full-particle
simulations, J. Geophys. Res. Space Physics., 118, 1132–1145, doi:10.1002/jgra.50158.

1. Introduction
[2] Collisionless shocks are common structures in space

and astrophysical environments which dissipate bulk flow
kinetic energy and can accelerate a large fraction of par-
ticles. Spacecraft have firmly established the existence of
the so-called foreshock region magnetically connected to
the shock and filled with energized particles backstream-
ing from the shock front [Tsurutani and Rodriguez, 1981;
Paschmann et al., 1981; Bonifazi and Moreno, 1981a,
1981b; Fuselier, 1995; Eastwood et al., 2005; Oka et al.,
2005; Kucharek, 2008]. This region is populated both by
energetic electrons and ions and is associated with wave
activity [Shin et al., 2008; Přech et al., 2005; Mazelle et al.,
2003; Kuncic et al., 2004; Kis et al., 2007; Hoshino and
Terasawa, 1985; Constantinescu et al., 2007].
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[3] The energization of these species depends roughly on
two parameters: the angle �Bn defined between the normal
to the shock front and the upstream magnetic field, and the
Mach number MA. As consequence, accelerated electron and
ion sources are distributed differently over the bow shock
curvature and allow to distinguish spatial regions within
the overall foreshock dominated by different species and
energies (see Eastwood et al. [2005] for a review).

[4] In the present study, we will only focus on the
reflected ions where five different ion groups can be iden-
tified based on their velocity space signature [Bonifazi and
Moreno, 1981a, 1981b; Fuselier, 1995; Oka et al., 2005]:
(i) a noticeable percentage of ions is reflected by the elec-
trostatic potential jump at the shock ramp as observed for
supercritical shock (so-called “gyrating ions” in the liter-
ature); these ions are responsible for the formation of the
foot and are not strictly a part of the ion foreshock since
they are transmitted downstream after one gyration; (ii) the
field-aligned beam (FAB) ions moving along the foreshock
boundary [Thomsen et al., 1983a; Schwartz and Burgess,
1984; Oka et al., 2005; Meziane et al., 2005; Mazelle et al.,
2005]; (iii) the gyrophase bunched (GPB) ions grouped into
packets with the same gyrophase [Gurgiolo et al., 1983];
(iv) the diffuse ions characterized by a very broad flat
energy spectra (extending up to 100kev) and produced
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upstream of a quasi-parallel region (0ı � �Bn � 45ı)
[Winske and Leroy, 1984; Kucharek and Scholer, 1991;
Kis et al., 2004; Bonifazi and Moreno, 1981a, 1981b;
Gosling et al., 1982]; and (v) the intermediate ions which
are a combination of (ii) and (iv) populations [Oka et al.,
2005]. Among these five groups, only the origin of
the gyrating ions has been identified, while the formation
mechanism of the other ion groups has not been clearly
established yet. Nevertheless, experimental data have evi-
denced that the high energy ion beams (FAB) (tens of keV)
[Kucharek et al., 2004; Meziane et al., 2005] are observed
near the upstream edge of the ion foreshock. However,
as the magnetic field lines are convected further down-
stream within the ion foreshock, the backstreaming ions are
successively characterized by a gyrophase bunched popu-
lation, by an intermediate-type population, and finally by
the diffuse type population. Then the first three distribution
types (i)–(iii) can be associated to the quasi-perpendicular
region of the bow shock (i.e., where 45ı � �Bn � 90ı),
while the two last populations (iv)–(v) are more associ-
ated to the quasi-parallel region (i.e., when 0ı � �Bn �
45ı) with an intermediate population lying at the tran-
sition between the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular
regions.

[5] Even if the generation and the acceleration mech-
anism of these different ion groups have received a lot
of attention within the past few decades, these are not
fully understood yet. The difficulty is that the study of
the origin of these populations needs to include both the
micro-scale of the shock wave (including the kinetic effects
of the different populations) and the macro-scale asso-
ciated to the curvature of the shock front which is an
essential component in the generation of the foreshock
region. Then only numerical simulations of curved shock
wave allow to investigate all these scales simultaneously
as was done with hybrid simulations (kinetic ions, fluid
electrons) [Thomas and Winske, 1990; Omidi et al., 2005,
2006; Blanco-Cano et al., 2006a, 2006b; Sibeck et al.,
2008; Blanco-Cano et al., 2009] for the ion foreshock and
more recently by 2-D full-particle simulations for the elec-
tron foreshock [Savoini and Lembège, 1999, 2001]. To our
knowledge, it was the first time that full-particle simulations
have been performed including self-consistently the curva-
ture of a supercritical shock wave and the time-of-flight
effects. Although these 2-D PIC simulations have been lim-
ited to the quasi-perpendicular angular domain, these have
allowed to identify the different origins of the backstream-
ing electrons. The present paper generalizes this approach
and extends it to the ion foreshock but is limited inten-
tionally to the quasi-perpendicular angular domain. As a
consequence, we will focus only on the first three ion pop-
ulations, i.e., the gyrating ions, the “FAB”, and the “GPB”
populations.

[6] Meziane et al. [2005] has recently reviewed the FAB
properties which are composed with collimated ion beams
with an energy of a few keV (typically� 15keV) that propa-
gate away from the shock [Paschmann et al., 1980; Thomsen
et al., 1983b; Meziane et al., 2004a]. In short, the FAB ions
are observed in the quasi-perpendicular domain between
40ı � �Bn � 75ı [Bonifazi and Moreno, 1981a;
Paschmann et al., 1980; Meziane, 2005] with a density
decreasing as �Bn increases. Obviously, backstreaming ion

beams are considered the most important source of free
energy in the foreshock region. As discussed by Gary
et al. [1981], the electromagnetic ion-ion cyclotron insta-
bility is a good candidate to heat the FAB particularly
along the parallel direction and can be observed in associ-
ation with gyrating ion distribution [Meziane et al., 2001;
Mazelle et al., 2003]. Nevertheless, such a behavior seems
in contradiction to the observation of the FAB ions which
persist far upstream from the terrestrial bow shock (over
� 93RE) when the thermalization is supposed to have
already taken place. The last important properties of these
FAB is the temperature anisotropy T?/Tk observed in the
range 4–9 [Paschmann et al., 1981] with a magnitude of
T? much larger than the solar wind perpendicular temper-
ature (by a factor � 20–200). Concerning the origin of
the FAB, different “scenarii” have been elaborated [Möbius
et al., 2001; Kucharek et al., 2004], all of them having
some drawbacks: (i) the models based on the guiding cen-
ter approximation (specular reflection) [Sonnerup, 1969;
Paschmann et al., 1980; Schwartz et al., 1983; Schwartz
and Burgess, 1984; Gosling et al., 1982] with or without
the conservation of the magnetic moment, (ii) the leak-
age of some magnetosheath ions which can produce low
energy FAB [Edmiston et al., 1982; Tanaka et al., 1983;
Thomsen et al., 1983a], (iii) the diffusion of some reflected
ions (“gyrating ions”) by upstream magnetic fluctuations
[Giacalone et al., 1994], or (iv) the ion diffusion which
takes place directly in the shock ramp (pitch angle scatter-
ing during the reflection process) [Kucharek et al., 2004;
Bale et al., 2005].

[7] The “GPB” ions characterized by their non-gyrotropic
nature are found at some distance from the shock front
[Thomsen et al., 1985; Fuselier et al., 1986a]. To build up
and to sustain a non-gyrotropic distribution, it is necessary
to synchronize the gyrophase angles of the particles by some
process. This synchronization may be due to mechanisms
which are phase dependent in velocity space as trapping by
low-frequency monochromatic waves [Mazelle et al., 2003;
Hamza et al., 2006], as burst-like mode of reflection induc-
ing temporal modulation of the ion distribution [Gurgiolo
et al., 1983; Motschmann et al., 1999] or as beam-plasma
instabilities [Hoshino and Terasawa, 1985] which trap ions
and can cause the gyrophase bunched distribution. However,
it is quite difficult to discriminate between these differ-
ent possibilities which can be present separately in time or
simultaneously.

[8] Herein, we will take advantage of the simulation of
the whole quasi-perpendicular angular domain in a self-
consistently way to investigate the problem of the origin
of the reflected ion populations on the basis of a statistical
analysis of the particle trajectories. The plan of the paper is
as follows. In section 2, we briefly describe the numerical
simulations performed for analyzing a curved supercritical
shock and its associated ion foreshock. In section 3, we
present the different ion populations identified versus the
distance from the shock front and the angular range of the
curved front, and the criteria commonly used to discriminate
between them. The necessity for new selection criteria will
be presented and detailed in section 4, while conclusions
on the most plausible origins of the different ions popu-
lating the quasi-perpendicular ion foreshock will be drawn
in section 5.
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2. Description of the Numerical Simulations
[9] The present simulations have been performed with

a 2 – 1/2 dimensional, fully electromagnetic, relativistic
particle code using standard finite-size particle techniques.
Details have been already given in Lembege and Dawson
[1987] for 1-D and in Lembege and Savoini [1992] for
2-D simulations of planar shocks. Simulations have been
extended to 2-D curved shock [Savoini and Lembège, 2001;
Savoini et al., 2010]. Basic properties of the numerical
code can be summarized as follows. The simulation box is
divided into two parts, vacuum and plasma. Fields are sep-
arated in electromagnetic transverse components, hereafter
denoted by a subscript “t,” and the electrostatic longitudi-
nal components, hereafter denoted by a subscript “l,” which
results from the space-charge effects. Non-periodic condi-
tions are applied along x-direction within the simulation
box, and periodic conditions are used along y-direction.
Lengths of the plasma simulation box are eLx = 6144
and eLy = 8192, which represent 205 and 274 ion inertial
lengths

�ec / e!pi
�
, respectively. All normalized quantities are

indicated with a tilde “e”.
[10] The shock is created with a cylindrical magnetic pis-

ton generated by applying an external current pulse. The
curvature of the shock front is determined by the geometry
of the applied current. One important point concerns the ori-
entation of the magnetostatic field EBo which is partially lying
outside the simulation plane as in Savoini and Lembège
[2001]. The curvature (roughly half circle) of the generated
shock front allows herein a continuous variation of �Bn from
90ı to 45ı simulating the whole quasi-perpendicular domain
of shock propagation. The radius of the magnetic cylinder
(used as a magnetic piston) has been chosen carefully so that
after a short transient periodet � 0.3e� ci, the curvature radiuseRc of the shock is much larger than the upstream ion Larmor
gyroradiuse�ci

� eRc � 20e�ci
�
, wheree� ci is the upstream ion

gyroperiod. At the end of the simulation, this radius is abouteRc � 140e�ci.
[11] Sizes of the simulation box and time of the run

are large enough to cover all characteristic space and
timescales for both particle species

�etsimul = 5.4e� ci
�

and
so we observe the first stage of the formation of the ion
foreshock. These values are large enough to investigate the
backstreaming ions after they interact with the shock front.
Initial plasma conditions are summarized as follows: light
velocityec = 3 and temperature ratio between ion and elec-
tron population Te/Ti = 1.58. A mass ratio mi/me = 84 is

Table 1. Upstream Numerical Parameters

Parameters Electrons Ions

evth 0.3 0.026e�D 0.42 0.33e�c 0.84 56ec/e!p 3 30e!c 0.5 0.006e!p 1 0.1e� c 13 1047ě 0.16 0.10eVA 0.23 0.23

used in order to save CPU time, and the Alfvèn velocity
isevA = 0.16. The shock is in supercritical regime with an
Alfvèn Mach number MA = evshock/evA � 3.8 measured at
�Bn = 90ı (which is used as a reference angle). The main
upstream plasma parameters values are summarized in
Table 1 for both electrons and ions.

3. The Foreshock Results
[12] To the knowledge of the authors, this work presents

the first 2-D PIC simulations of the ion foreshock in the
presence of a self-consistent curved shock. Previous simu-
lations of shocks including curvature effects [Thomas and
Winske, 1990; Omidi et al., 2005, 2006; Blanco-Cano et al.,
2006a, 2006b; Sibeck et al., 2008; Blanco-Cano et al., 2009]
used hybrid codes which treated electrons as a massless
fluid; more importantly, in such simulations, the intrinsic
non-stationary behavior of the shock front was excluded. In
particular, one invoked source of non-stationary is based on
the self-reformation of the shock front due to the accumu-
lation of reflected ions as observed in 1-D [Lembege and
Dawson, 1987; Hada et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2009] and
2-D PIC simulations [Lembege and Savoini, 1992], or on the
thermalization of reflected ions taking place within the foot
region under two-stream instability [Matsukiyo and Scholer,
2006; Scholer and Matsukiyo, 2004]. Indeed, the evidence
of the self-reformation in hybrid simulations requires a spa-
tial resolution high enough as described in Hellinger et al.
[2002] and was not reported in the previous papers dedicated
to curved shock simulations. Moreover, the non-stationarity
of the terrestrial shock front has been clearly evidenced also
in CLUSTER-II experimental data [Horbury et al., 2001;
Lefebvre et al., 2010; Mazelle et al., 2010].

[13] More important, it is worth pointing out that the
“time-of-flight” effect is fully included in the present sim-
ulation. As a result, backstreaming particles (electrons and
ions) collected further from the shock correspond to par-
ticles having interacted with different parts of the curved
shock front (i.e., different �Bn angles) depending on their
local respective parallel velocity value. Fast particles col-
lected from an observer are related to the magnetic field line
connecting directly the nearest point of the curved shock
to the observer location, while slower particles come from
other parts. In the solar wind frame (i.e., frame of the present
simulation), an equivalent situation is obtained as a given
magnetic field line connected from the expanding curved
shock will “scan” different angles �Bn in time [Savoini and
Lembège, 2001]. Nevertheless, the present paper is focused
only on the ion foreshock.

3.1. Main Features of the Ion Foreshock
[14] Figure 1a shows the amplitude of the main magnetic

field component at the curved shock front at the end of the
simulation

�eTsim � 5.4e� ci
�

and the associated ion foreshock
upstream. The enlarged view of the more oblique part of
the curved shock (Figure 1b) shows (i) a well-developed
electromagnetic precursor which propagates ahead from the
shock front within the angular range 45ı � �Bn � 55ı,
and (ii) the presence of small wave activity both on electro-
magnetic

�
ıeB/eB � 0.02

�
and electrostatic field components,

which is correlated with the electron foreshock (see the
red arrow in Figure 1a). These later fluctuations are too
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Figure 1. View of the developed curved shock within the
simulation plane X – Y plotted at timeet = 5.4e� ci wheree� ci
is the upstream cyclotron ion period. (a) shows the main
magnetic field component eBtz. The ambient magnetostatic
field eBo (representing the interplanetary magnetic field) is
imposed along a direction of 45ı outside the simulation
plane. Then the whole angular range of curved shock is
lying within 45ı � �Bn � 90ı. (b) is an enlarged view
of the 45ı � �Bn � 65ı region showing details of the
upstream magnetic field. (c) plots the ions locations within
the ion foreshock where backstreaming ions satisfied the
criteria detailed in the text. For reference, straight arrows
represent the normal of the shock front at �Bn = 90ı and
�Bn = 45ı. The dotted line represents the projection of the
upstream fieldeBo into the simulation plane. Two parameters
have been also reported: (i) �io,fore (� 66ı) the leading edge
angle of the ions foreshock and (ii) �io,fore the extend of the
ion foreshock measured from the curved front at the end of
our simulation.

small to have an impact on the upstream ions. On the
other hand, the ion foreshock is presently analyzed within
a time range too short to allow the triggering of any ion
instability excited by the backstreaming ions within the
foreshock region

�eTinstability/eTrun � 1.1
�

[Gary, 1981]. As a
consequence, the ion foreshock can be considered here as
free of instabilities which could have some impact on the
ion population.

[15] Reflected/backstreaming ions need to satisfy two cri-
teria to be selected : (i) ions have to be in the upstream
region at the end of the run, and (ii) these must have inter-
acted with the shock front during the run time interval.
These criteria allow us to identify two distinct ion popula-
tions. The reflected (so-called “gyrating”) ions, observed
just upstream of the shock front but which are not a part
of the ion foreshock and the backstreaming ions which
contribute to this particular region. Then in a second step,
we refine this selection by keeping only the backstreaming
ions as plotted in Figure 1c. In agreement with an estimate
deduced from experimental measurements [Kucharek et al.,
2004], we found that the ion foreshock is composed of about
2% of the total incoming solar wind which has interacted
with the bow shock.

[16] As evidenced in Figure 1c, backstreaming ions are
not uniformally distributed within the whole foreshock.
Then one can define a critical angle, defining the upstream
edge of the ion foreshock around �io,fore � 66ı with respect
to the upstreameBo field. In addition, ions are not uniformly
distributed around �Bn = 45ı but form a strip slightly above
this angle. Presently, its maximal upstream spatial exten-
sion (limited by the simulation time) covers about a distance
�io,fore � 130ec/e!pi.

3.2. Backstreaming Ion Distribution Function
[17] In order to analyze in detail the dynamics of the back-

streaming ions in a second step, we have mapped the whole
ion foreshock region into 20 sampling boxes within which
local ion distribution functions are computed. The size of
each sampling box has been chosen so that it is small enough
to follow the progressive changes in local distributions (ver-
sus both the local direction �Bn and the distance with respect
to the shock front) but large enough to satisfy some reason-
able statistics. Shape and locations of sampling boxes are
aligned along the magnetic field lines projected within the
simulation plane. This procedure allows to keep roughly the
same size for all sampling boxes in order to reproduce a con-
stant sampling rate. Reporting results for all boxes can be
misleading. Instead, we have only reported in Figure 2 typ-
ical local velocity distribution found within three selected
sampling boxes. For each selected box,evk versusev?1 andev?1 versusev?2 distributions are plotted, respectively, in the
upper and lower parts of this figure; parallel and perpendic-
ular directions are defined with respect to the local eB field.
The locations of the three selected boxes (Figure 2d) cor-
respond to a progressive deviation from �Bn = 90ı when
staying along the shock front (Figures 2a and 2b), and to an
increasing distance from the shock front into the ion fore-
shock (Figures 2b and 2c). Obviously, plots are more noisy
along the upstream edge of the foreshock (Figure 2a) and
far from the shock front (Figure 2c), since the local num-
ber of selected ions is low. All backstreaming ions do have
a finite parallel velocity (top panels of Figure 2) but differ
by their characteristic perpendicular distributions (bottom
panels). Different behavior can be identified as follows:

[18] 1. In Figure 2a defined for 59ı � �Bn < 66ı, the
backstreaming ions (hereafter named population 1) form a
gyrotropic distribution characterized by a clear ring in the
perpendicular distribution (ev?1,ev?2) indicating that parti-
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Figure 2. Local ion velocity distribution measured in the foreshock region (only backstreaming ions
are selected; the solar wind is excluded). The two different planes

�evk,ev?1
�

and (ev?1,ev?2) are plotted
in top and lower panels, respectively. Velocity distribution functions are measured (i) near the edge of
ion foreshock for 59ı � �Bn < 66ı (“pop 1” of (a)), (ii) near the shock front but for lower �Bn angular
range, 52ı � �Bn < 59ı (“pop 2” of (b)), and finally (iii) much deeper in the foreshock far from the shock
front for 45ı � �Bn < 52ı (“pop 3” of (c)). For reference, (d) shows the locations of the sampling boxes
where velocity distributions of populations 1 (pop 1), 2 (pop2), and 3 (pop3) are measured within the ion
foreshock, respectively.

cles gyrophase together and therefore arrive from all direc-
tions perpendicular to the magnetic field. Then the incoming
ions with a small perpendicular velocity (no particle appears
in the |evperp| � 0.2 domain) are entirely transmitted into
the downstream region and do not participate to the final
ion foreshock. In the present results, ions directly reflected
by the shock front (so-called “gyrating” ions) are near the
shock front. These have been removed from the statistics of
ions which participate to the ion foreshock and are excluded
in plots of Figure 2. One important point is the presence of
backstreaming particles at the upstream edge of the ion fore-
shock, corresponding to ions newly reflected back by the
shock front. Indeed, these particles have not suffered any
time-of-flight effect and are produced by the interaction with
the local shock front (“local” means the part of the shock
front nearest to the observer). Resulting backstreaming pop-
ulation can be also observed in CLUSTER experimental
data [see, for example, Meziane et al. [2007], Figure 3]. In
the present case, the reflected ions do have a mean paral-
lel bulk velocity aroundevk � 0.95 which is higher than the
parallel shock front velocity

�evshock,k � 0.6
�
.

[19] The ion foreshock has a finite extension in angular
range as shown in Figure 1c. One can determine a theo-
retical angle �io, th where reflected ions succeed to escape
into the upstream region. Indeed, their parallel guiding-
center velocity evgcki has to be larger than the parallel
shock wave velocity. As consequence, a simple relationship
can be defined between this angle and the shock velocity
given by:

�io, th � cos–1
�

MAvAevgcki

�

Then we obtain a theoretical value �io, th � 65ı which is in
good agreement with the angular extension of the ion fore-
shock defined by the angle �io, fore � 66ı measured directly
from Figure 1 (section 3.1).

[20] 2. In Figure 2b defined for 52ı � �Bn < 59ı,
we find a distribution approximately gyrotropic (hereafter
named population 2) in the (ev?1,ev?2) space. Obviously,
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as �Bn decreases, the criterion evgcki � evshockk is less
restrictive and the average parallel velocity evgcki decreases
from 0.95 to 0.8 between Figures 2a and 2b. As for
Figure 2a, the distribution in (ev?1,ev?2) space can be con-
sidered as gyrotropic, even if the partev?2 < 0 looks more
asymmetric as compared with the part ev?2 > 0. Herein,
the local velocity distribution includes ions which are newly
reflected and are then directly accelerated at the shock
front. Then these reflected ions suffer two distinct accel-
eration processes characteristic of an oblique shock in a
quasi-perpendicular range: (i) a parallel acceleration by the
parallel macroscopic electrostatic componenteElk at the front
and (ii) a perpendicular acceleration (by the eEl? �eB drift)
before escaping into the upstream region.

[21] 3. Finally, Figure 2c defined for 45ı � �Bn < 52ı
presents an ion population (hereafter named population 3)
measured far away from the shock front (and at less oblique
shocks). Note that this local distribution function measured
at a certain distance from the shock front illustrates quite
well the backstreaming ions suffering the “time-of-flight”
effects. Indeed, Figures 2a and 2b correspond to particles
having freshly interacted with the shock front. In contrast
with Figure 2b2, Figure 2c2 shows a non-gyrotropic popula-
tion. Differences also appear in the parallel direction, where
the ions parallel bulk velocity increases from evk � 0.8
near the shock front (Figure 2b1) toevk � 1.2 (Figure 2c1),
further from the shock front. Indeed, the distance from the
shock front plays the role of a filter, and only the most
energetic ions can be observed at large distances from the
shock front.

[22] Then Figure 2 illustrates the three different charac-
teristic distributions observed in our simulation. Further-
more, the measurements of the local velocity distributions
in the other sampling boxes (not shown here) confirm that
the gyrotropic populations (named “FAB”) appear near the
shock front at any angle (45ı � �Bn � 90ı) and populates
the edge of the ion foreshock at any distance from the shock
front. However, more deeply into the foreshock, this popu-
lation is replaced by a gyrophase bunch population (named
“GPB”) characterized in (ev?1,ev?2) space by a rotation in
the clockwise direction around the upstream magnetic field
Bo as observed experimentally by [Mazelle et al., 2005].
Along the shock front, we observe an increase of the par-
allel bulk velocity as �Bn decreases from 66ı to 45ı (the
distribution defined near the shock front around �Bn = 45ı
is not shown). This increase is mainly due to a filtering
effect where only ions with the projected parallel velocity
(in the simulation plane) larger than the shock front velocity
succeed to escape into the upstream region. Moreover, we
measure a local temperature anisotropy within the different
sampling boxes around T?/Tk � 3 which is also in good
agreement with the experimental data Fuselier et al., 1986a;
Meziane, 2005. Present results confirm that this tempera-
ture anisotropy does not change during the whole simulation
time and over long distances from the shock front.

3.3. The “FAB” and “GPB” Populations
[23] Simulation results of Figure 2 recover the two typ-

ical ion foreshock populations observed experimentally in

the quasi-perpendicular domain of propagation. Both consist
of ions collimated along the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF). In order to separate more clearly the two popula-
tions, we can make use of the pitch angle ˛ parameter in
addition to the gyrotropic or the non-gyrotropic signature
of these two populations. Indeed, experimental observa-
tions evidence that the “FAB” population has a pitch angle
0ı � ˛ � 20ı [Fuselier et al., 1986a; Eastwood et al.,
2005] smaller than for the “GPB” population 20ı � ˛ �
90ı [Meziane et al., 2007]. Nevertheless, such a distinction
from particle observations alone is usually quite arbitrary.
In practice, the two populations seem more easily discrim-
inated by analyzing their possible association with wave
activity. More precisely, “GPB” populations are observed in
association with large-amplitude (�B/B � 1) and weakly
compressive ULF waves [Fuselier et al., 1986b], whereas
these ULF waves are always absent when the “FAB” pop-
ulations are observed [Hoppe et al., 1982; Meziane et al.,
2001; Mazelle et al., 2003]. A strong wave activity is
in favor of an important pitch angle scattering which is
expected to lead to a destruction of any coherent structure in
the local distribution as observed in GPB. In contrast, a weak
wave activity will be rather associated to a weaker pitch
angle scattering as observed in FAB. In the present simula-
tions, such wave activity in low-frequency range is naturally
excluded because of the short duration of the present sim-
ulations (section 3.1), and new criteria have to be defined
in order to differentiate the two populations as detailed
in section 4.

[24] In fact, more important than the ˛ values range men-
tioned above, the shape of the pitch angle distribution can
provide information on the nature of the backstreaming ions.
This will allow us to analyze whether these distributions can
persist without invoking any possible wave activity. Figure 3
represents sketches of two pitch angle configurations com-
monly used for identifying both populations. The “FAB”
population (Figure 3a) is characterized by a maximum at
˛ � 0ı which decreases rapidly as ˛ increases, although
the “GPB” population (Figure 3b) exhibits a maximum for
higher pitch angle, usually around ˛ � 20ı–40ı and, more
important, no particle at ˛ � 0ı. Then in order to estab-
lish a link with experimental observations, we will define
as “FAB” the ions exhibiting a gyrotropic distribution in
the perpendicular velocity plane and a pitch angle with a
maximum for ˛ � 0ı, and as “GPB” the ions exhibiting a
gyrophase bunch distribution and a finite pitch angle value
different from 0ı.

[25] Figure 4 shows pitch angle particles distribution cor-
responding to the populations identified in Figure 2 and
leads to the following statements:

[26] 1. First, the population 1 of Figure 2a observed
near the shock front at the edge of the ion foreshock can-
not be rigourously considered as a “FAB” population since
the pitch angle distribution presents a maximum around
a finite angle value, ˛ � 17ı (Figure 4a). Neverthe-
less, it cannot be considered strictly as a “GPB” popula-
tion neither because of their gyrotropic distribution around
the magnetic field (Figure 2a). As already emphasized,
this population has just been reflected back by the shock
front, and no gyrophase mixing is expected [Gurgiolo
et al., 1983]. Then one considers the gyrotropic criterion
as the dominant feature, and one may classify this
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Figure 3. Schematic plots of “FAB” (a) and “GPB”
(b) pitch angle ion distributions f(˛) deduced from the obser-
vations within the quasi-perpendicular foreshock region.

kind of distribution as “FAB” population [Meziane
et al., 2007].

[27] 2. Second, in a first approach, the population 2 of
Figure 2b cannot be classified since it seems to include
two distribution components: a low-pitch angle component
defined for ˛ < 10ı (as could be classified as “FAB”) and
a high-pitch angle component centered around a finite value
˛ � 15ı–20ı (as could be classified as “GPB”). As shown
in next section 4, this distribution will be explained in terms
of populations mixing.

[28] 3. Third, the same problem appears also for the pop-
ulation 3 where the pitch angle distribution of Figure 4c
seems in agreement with a “GPB” population (as classified
in Figure 3a) with a maximum around ˛ � 10ı–15ı
and a perpendicular velocity (Figure 2c) which evidences
roughly a gyrophase bunched distribution. Nevertheless, the
pitch angle does not go down to 0ı (as one could expect)
which is clearly a “FAB” signature mixing with a “GPB”
population.

[29] Obviously, with the above definitions commonly
used, the discrimination between the different populations
is not precise at all, and the results of Figures 4a–4c are
more complicated to analyze than expected. One possibility
to explain this difficulty is that both populations are mixed
together in the velocity space, and this mixing is more or
less reinforced according to the location of the sampling
box (versus angle and distance from the shock front). For
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Figure 4. Pitch angle distributions f(˛) of populations 1,
2, and 3, measured respectively, within the three sampling
boxes of Figure 2, when the pitch angle ˛ is defined by �!v �
�!B = vB cos(˛).

clarifying this point, we have defined new additional criteria
able to discriminate the “FAB” and the “GPB” populations
which must be independent on the perpendicular and paral-
lel velocity component (i.e., no relationship with our criteria
used previously). As explained in section 4, our new criteria
will provide some clues for understanding the source and the
acceleration mechanisms involved not only in the foreshock
formation but also in determining its morphology.

4. Discussion
[30] At this stage, we will use the limitation of the present

PIC simulations to our advantage. Effectively, as already
pointed out, the simulation time is not long enough to
allow ion instabilities to develop [Gary, 1981]. Then in the
absence of instabilities, our results do not support the ori-
gin of the “GPB” population as produced by large-amplitude
waves which trap ions and cause the phase bunching of
the distribution via a so-called beam disruption mecha-
nism [Hoshino and Terasawa, 1985; Mazelle et al., 2003;
Meziane et al., 2004b]. With this limitation in mind, the
evidence of “FAB” and “GPB” populations within the fore-
shock (as defined in the Figures 2b and 2c) leads to the
conclusion that both populations are generated by the shock
front itself in our simulation. Such situation is seldom
but has been already mentioned in the Earth’s foreshock.
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For example, Meziane et al. [2004a] observes one event
with gyrophased bunched ions produced by specular reflec-
tion for �Bn � 40ı, while Kucharek et al. [2004] analyzes
the production of “FAB” population by the shock front for
�Bn � 70ı.

[31] With this approach, we have searched new criteria
which have to be relevant whatever the reflection mecha-
nism is. Figures 5a–5c plot the ions interaction time range

�etint versus their depth of penetration into the shock front
(hereineLdepth) for the three selected boxes of Figure 2. This
interaction time range is defined by �etint = eTout –eTin whereeTin is the time when the particle is entering into the shock
front andeTout is the time at which particles leave the shock
front and re-enter definitively into the upstream region. The
word “definitively” is important since ions can go back and
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Figure 5. (a–c) show the penetration deptheLdepth of incoming ions through the shock front (normalized
to the upstream ion gyroradiuse�ci) before being reflected back upstream versus the total interaction time
�etint with the shock front (normalized to the upstream ion gyroperiode� ci) for each population 1, 2, and
3 defined in Figure 2, respectively. On each plot, the different “burst” have been labeled #1, #2, : : :. The
interaction time �etint is illustrated in (d) where �etint = eTout –eTin. Two distinct characteristic lengths, d1
and d2, represent the distance of penetration into the shock to reach the ramp and the overshoot and are
sketched in (e).
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forth between the upstream edge of the front and the over-
shoot several times before being finally reflected by the
shock front (as illustrated by Figure 5d). Then important
information can be deduced from these diagnostics based on
botheLdepth and �etint measurements as follows:

[32] 1. Concerning the interaction time range
�
�etint

�
,

Figures 5a–5c show discontinuous distributions of particles
which form temporal “bursts.” For example, the first “burst”
(#1) of Figure 5a is localized around 1e� ci. This “burst” rep-
resents all ions which have freshly interacted with the shock
front during the same time range. The time interval between
each “burst” is � 0.5e� ci which corresponds to one half ion
gyration in the upstream region.

[33] 2. Clearly, nearly all reflected ions spent their time
within the shock front and do not cross the overshoot region.
The interaction time range�etint is almost independent of the
penetration depth eLdepth which evidences that each “burst”
represents a bounce against the shock front. More precisely,
the first “burst” (#1) is formed by particles having suffered
one bounce on the shock front, the second “burst” (#2) by
particles having suffered two bounces on the shock front,
and so on.

[34] 3. As shown in all plots of Figures 5a–5c, all multi-
bounce particles stay in the sameeLdepth range defined by the
two distances ed1 � e�ci/2 and ed2 � 2.5e�ci, respectively.
Such distances allow us to define three distinct domains as
illustrated by the Figure 5e. The first domain (d � d1) cor-
responds to particles which stay in the foot and then do not
reach the ramp. The second domain (d1 � d � d2) corre-
sponds to ions which penetrate more deeply into the shock
front moving back and forth between the upstream edge of
the shock ramp and the overshoot (i.e., these particles inter-
act with the ramp several times). The third domain (d � d2)
corresponds to ions which penetrate into the downstream
region before succeeding to catch up with the shock front
and to escape back upstream. Then these last ions can be
considered as “leaking” from the downstream region and
form a possible source of backstreaming ions. Nevertheless,
in the present simulation, the number of “leaked” particles is
very low, and no definitive conclusion can be drawn on the
relative contribution of this particular population to the ion
foreshock. Then we will focus only on the particles directly
reflected at the shock front itself, i.e., on ions found in the
range 0 � d � d2.

[35] 4. Applying this classification to Figures 5a–5c, we
observe that only the first “burst” (named #1 with �etint �

1e� ci) is present in the 0 � eLdepth � ed2 domain. In other
words, only particles suffering one bounce on the shock
front are reflected either in the foot or at the ramp. By con-
trast, all multi-bounces reflected ions (“bursts” #2, #3, #4
and #5) belong to the ed1 � eLdepth � ed2 domains and
then are reflected back at the ramp (where the electro-
static potential barrier is the highest) and never in the
foot region.

[36] 5. Comparing Figures 5a–5c, the number of bounces
strongly depends on the propagation angle �Bn. In Figure 5a,
(i.e., pop 1 defined for 59ı � �Bn � 66ı), one can iden-
tify almost three bounces (i.e., three bursts named #1, #2,
and #3) before the statistics becomes too low at later times�
�etint > 2e� ci

�
. This box collects ions freshly reflected by

the shock front (near the foreshock edge) and not many
bounces are expected. In Figure 5b, (i.e., pop 2 defined for
52ı � �Bn < 59ı), the number of reflected particles is more
important (we are in the angular range where a large num-
ber of ions are backstreaming), and we observe up to 4–5
bounces. Finally, in the last Figure 5d (i.e., pop 3 defined
for 45ı � �Bn < 52ı), the number of bounces decreases to
three since we are near the �Bn � 45ı frontier which filters
out those having more bounces (below this frontier, no parti-
cles are analyzed herein). At this stage, we have to point out
that the exact number of bounces is not so important since
it depends on the numerical statistics and can vary from one
sampling box to the other. Nevertheless, more relevant is
the decrease of the reflected ions density as the number of
bounces increases. Indeed, statistics are more difficult for
populations suffering four or more bounces (as evidenced in
Figures 5a and 5b). Then most backstreaming particles gain
enough energy after only one, two, or three bounces which
demonstrate that the associated acceleration processes are
very efficient.

[37] The analysis of these different features stresses the
importance of the time range�etint and the penetration deptheLdepth parameters to possibly identify the “FAB” and “GPB”
populations. Indeed, �etint allows us to separate clearly the
one bounce population from the multi-bounces population
which is important since only gyrotropic population (i.e.,
“FAB”) is expected to be associated with the multi-bounces.
Indeed, during this long-time process

�
�etint > 1e� ci

�
, parti-

cles are coming from different places and angular regions
of the curved shock front. In this way, they lose their
gyrophase correlation (or more simply have initially inde-
pendent gyrophase), and a gyrotropic pitch angle distribu-
tion is expected. On the other hand, gyrophase bunched
distributions (i.e., “GPB”) need to satisfy two important
conditions: (i) only a small percentage of particles which
penetrate the shock constitute the “GPB” population; oth-
erwise, it should dominate everywhere in the ion foreshock
which is not the case; and more important, (ii) particles have
to be highly confined in the perpendicular velocity space
to form a bunch. This last point requires a small interac-
tion time range

�
�etint < 1e� ci

�
with the shock front in order

to preserve their gyrophase correlation. As evidenced in
Figure 5, for small �etint, ions can be reflected either in the
foot or at the ramp depending on the value of the penetration
depth eLdepth. Nevertheless, as described by Gurgiolo et al.
[1981], the “GPB” population can be produced by a strong
electrostatic field like the one observed in the ramp which
seems to be a good candidate to create a non-gyrotropic
population. In conclusion, the “GPB” population needs to
satisfy simultaneously the two criteria—�etint < 1e� ci andeLdepth �ed1—whereas the “FAB” population does not satisfy
�etint < 1e� ci.

[38] In order to check this scenario, Figures 6 and 7 plot
the pitch angle distribution and the perpendicular veloc-
ity space of ions which follow the time and spatial criteria
described above for the populations 2 and 3, respectively.
Particles in the angular range 59ı � �Bn � 66ı (popu-
lation 1) are not plotted since these ions are gyrotropic in
the perpendicular velocity space (Figure 2); in addition, the
number of particles is too low to be considered as rele-
vant from a statistical point of view when they are splitted
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Figure 6. The population 2 is splitted into different sub-group after applying the two criteriaeLdepth and
�etint as described in the text. The sub-group are represented by the thick line squares in the top panel used
as a reference for the population 2 of Figure 5b. Local pitch angle distribution f(˛) and perpendicular
velocity distribution (ev?1,ev?2) are plotted for each group. Right panels (c) show a “FAB” population for
�etint > 1e� ci andeLdepth > 1e�ci, while in middle panels (b) evidence a “GPB” population for�etint < 1e� ci andeLdepth > 1e�ci. Only the left panels (a) obtained for �etint < 1e� ci andeLdepth < 1e�ci do not clearly separate the
“FAB” and “GPB” populations.

into smaller groups. Then Figure 6 plots the three distinct
sub-populations: (i) one with �etint < 1e� ci and eLdepth � ed1
(Figure 6a). This population is composed with ions which
do not reach the ramp and are reflected back in the foot;
(ii) one with e�tint < 1e� ci and ed1 � eLdepth � ed2 which
concerns backstreaming ions reflected by the ramp after
only one bounce (Figure 6b); and finally, (iii) one with
�etint > 1e� ci and ed1 � eLdepth populated by the multi-
bounces reflected particles (Figure 6c). These new criteria
allow us to discriminate more clearly between “FAB” and
“GPB” populations. In agreement with the expected results,
Figure 6b shows a non-gyrotropic distribution (i.e., “GPB”
population) with a pitch angle around ˛ � 25ı, while
Figure 6c shows a characteristic gyrotropic distribution
(i.e., “FAB” population) with a pitch angle ˛ � 0ı. It
is only difficult to conclude for the Figure 6a where both
perpendicular velocity and pitch angle distributions still
show mixed features of both populations. Indeed, in this
figure, we observe a pitch angle distribution with a maxi-
mum for ˛ � 0ı characteristic of the “FAB” population.

Nevertheless, the tail of the same distribution shows a small
bump around ˛ � 45ı which could be associated to a
“GBP” population. At the present time, this case requires
further investigation and is out of the scope of this paper.
Figure 7 recovers similar results; i.e., the “GPB” population
is clearly evidenced for particles reflected by the ramp after
only one bounce (Figure 7a) and the “FAB” for ions which
have suffered almost two bounces on the ramp (Figure 7b).

[39] In summary, we observe the “FAB” population when
reflected ions have undergone several bounces at the shock
ramp, and “GPB” population among particles which have
interacted only once with the ramp. Obviously, the main
consequence is that the “FAB” ions are more numerous
than the “GPB” ions and overwhelm these in the measure-
ment of the local perpendicular velocity distribution. Present
results allow us to understand more clearly the difficul-
ties encountered to analyze Figure 2 in order to separate
“FAB” and “GPB” populations. These new criteria have
to be used in order to recover the usual scheme proposed
in Figure 3 (section 3.3).
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5. Conclusions
[40] To the knowledge of the authors, it is the first time

that the ion foreshock has been retrieved in a 2-D PIC self-
consistent simulation. The present simulation is restricted to
the quasi-perpendicular angular domain. The ion foreshock
is identified within a certain angular range (45ı � �Bn �
66ı) where after interacting with the shock front, some ions
do have the appropriate parallel velocity (larger than the par-
allel shock front velocity) to escape into the solar wind. It
is also the first time that both backstreaming “FAB” and
“GPB” ion populations are observed simultaneously in 2-D
PIC simulations.

[41] The use of 2-D PIC simulations is justified for two
main reasons: (i) to analyze the origin of FAB and GPB
populations in the case where the detailed structures of
the shock front are fully involved self-consistently; the
reflection mechanisms are not reduced to simple specular
reflection only but involve more intricate processes as those
responsible for multi-bounces; (ii) the electron foreshock
has been also retrieved in our present simulations and has
been analyzed in previous works (but is not developed in the
present study dedicated to the ion foreshock only). Then the
mutual interaction of both foreshocks is made possible but
is left for further work; (iii) and last but not least, PIC sim-
ulations present the advantage of including self-consistently
small-scale fluctuations along the shock front [Savoini and

Lembege, 1994; Savoini and Lembege, 2001] and along the
shock normal [Muschietti and Lembege, 2006; Matsukiyo
and Scholer, 2003, 2006] where electrons dynamics is
included. All these works were performed for planar shock
fronts only. Such small-scale fluctuations are also expected
in a curved shock front and could have a possible impact on
the ion reflection processes, but have not been analyzed, yet.

[42] In addition, “FAB” population coming from the
downstream region is observed as suggested in certain stud-
ies [Thomsen et al., 1983a], whereas recent papers claim that
the ion “leakage” is unlikely [Kucharek et al., 2004; Oka
et al., 2005. Nevertheless, the study of this particular “FAB”
population is out of scope of the present paper because the
number of these “leaked” ions is very low to be statisti-
cally relevant and a larger number of particles per cell must
be used.

[43] In any case, present simulations have emphasized
that the typical gyrotropic/non-gyrotropic features and the
pitch angle distribution commonly used in the literature are
not fully appropriate near the shock front where both pop-
ulations cannot be clearly separated. Indeed, present results
stress that larger distances upstream from the shock front are
in favor for separating more clearly “FAB” and “GPB” pop-
ulations. At short distance, this separation is more difficult
and requires the use of two new additional criteria—namely,
the interaction time range

�
�etint

�
and the penetration depth
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�eLdepth
�

into the shock front—to separate more clearly the
“FAB” and “GPB” populations. The main features of
both backstreaming ion populations can be summarized
as follows:

[44] “FAB population”: This population is observed
near the edge of the ion foreshock, persists even far from the
shock front, and is dominant near the shock front whatever
the angle is within 45ı � �Bn � 66ı range. It represents
about 85% of the whole backstreaming particles. Results
show that if the shock front is the source of this particu-
lar population, several origins may be invoked depending
on the interaction time and the angular domain of prop-
agation �Bn. This dependency requires a time trajectories
analysis of individual particles which is under active inves-
tigation, but some information can be already deduced. The
“FAB” population is observed both for short

�
�etint < 1e� ci

�
and long

�
1e� ci � �etint � 4e� ci

�
interaction time range. Nev-

ertheless, the main source of the “FAB” is associated to
long-time interactions where particles move back and forth
between the upstream edge of the front and the overshoot�ed1 �eLdepth �ed2

�
. These ions suffer an acceleration by

the convective electric field along the shock front until
they succeed to gain enough energy to escape into the
upstream region. Figure 5 shows us that this acceleration
process is neither uniform nor continuous at the shock
front but has discrete time sub-ranges corresponding to the
formation of ion “bursts.” These bursts illustrate the ion
cyclotron motion during its drift along the curved shock
front and are separated by an half gyroperiod eTdrift �

1/2e� ci which corresponds to the half gyration covered by
the reflected ions traveling along the curved shock front.
As a consequence, the “FAB” ions are not reflected back
upstream at the same time and at the same place (“time-of-
flight” effects are included self-consistently) and therefore
do not see the same shock front structures. Then these form
a gyrotropic perpendicular velocity distribution (i.e., no
phase correlation).
[45] “GPB population”: This second population presents
distinct properties in terms of both pitch angles and of spa-
tial distribution within the foreshock region. In contrast
with the “FAB” population, its origin has to satisfy two
restrictive conditions: (i) incoming ions have to reach the
potential barrier of the front where the electrostatic field
is stronger (no foot reflection), and (ii) they must gain
enough energy to escape upstream only after one bounce
on the shock front; otherwise, they lose their phase corre-
lation and cannot form the characteristic velocity bunched
distribution as already described by Gurgiolo et al. [1981].
This last condition explains why “GPB” populations appear
more deeply in the foreshock, for lower propagation angle
�Bn where escaping conditions are easier for the same
parallel acceleration efficiency. Likewise, another conse-
quence is that the number of “GPB” ions is lower than the
“FAB” ions. Then “GPB” population is embedded within
the “FAB” population near the shock front which explains
the difficulty to identify such population in the experimen-
tal data. The use of two additional parameters e�tint andeLdepth is necessary to separate clearly both populations and to
recover the respective well-known characteristics illustrated
in Figure 3.

[46] Nevertheless, at this stage, let us remind that the
spatial extension of the ion foreshock in our simulation
is presently artificially limited by CPU and RAM com-
putational constraints to only 130c/!pi (� 2RE with the
standard values of the solar wind). Then other mechanisms
are possible to explain the generation of the non-gyrotropic
population which cannot be included in our simulation. Let
us precise that our scenario does not suppress the possi-
bility that ion instabilities may have some impact on ion
dynamics and on resulting local ion distribution functions
at large upstream distance from the curved shock front. In
particular, a large amount of works has been already done
on beam-plasma instabilities which can interact with the
“FAB” and convert these into “GPB” populations [Hoshino
and Terasawa, 1985; Mazelle et al., 2003; Meziane, 2005;
Mazelle et al., 2005; Kis et al., 2007]. Such “FAB” distribu-
tions are observed in association with low-frequency quasi-
monochromatic waves with large amplitudes (ıB/B � 1).
The properties of the ULF waves reveal that these are
in cyclotron resonance with the ion parallel beams that
could drive a right-hand ion/ion instability responsible for
the wave occurrence [Mazelle et al., 2003]. Then it is
commonly claimed that non-gyrotropic ions are obtained
locally (e.g., far from the shock front, at larger distances
� 10RE) and result from the disruption of the “FAB” pop-
ulation [Meziane et al., 1997, 2001, 2004a; Meziane, 2005;
Mazelle et al., 2003].

[47] In conclusion, present numerical results are qual-
itatively in good agreement with the experimental data
[Fuselier et al., 1986a; Meziane et al., 2005] for both “FAB”
and “GPB” populations. More important, regardless of the
concerned reflection process, our simulation demonstrates
that both “FAB” and “GPB” populations can be produced
by the macroscopic fields at the shock front. No local wave
activity and related pitch angle scattering mechanism need
be invoked to put reflected ions into the regions of veloc-
ity space directly accessible to the upstream region [Möbius
et al., 2001; Kucharek et al., 2004]. In other words, “FAB”
can be produced by multiple reflections at the shock front
like the well-known proposed shock surfing acceleration
(SSA) process described in Shapiro and Üçer [2003] and
Yang et al. [2009, 2012]. In complement to these previ-
ous works based on planar shock front, let us remind that
a curved shock is concerned here. On the other hand, if
one considers the mechanisms proposed in the literature
for the production of the “GPB” ions, it is appropriate to
emphasize the leading role of the electrostatic field present
at the ramp as discussed by Gurgiolo et al. [1981, 1983] in
order to explain their formation in our simulation. In fact,
the “GPB” population suggests that strong temporal varia-
tions exist within the shock front. Then the shock front acts
in time to create bunched distributions from the gyrotropic
upstream ion distribution. In other words, the “GPB” ions
cannot be produced from a long-time process as multi-
bounces acceleration which imposes a phase-mixing incon-
sistent with this population. A bursty process associated
to the shock front non-stationarity such as the shock front
self-reformation [Lembege and Dawson, 1987; Lembege
and Savoini, 1992] can be proposed in order to launch
“packets” of ions [Gurgiolo et al., 1983; Motschmann et al.,
1999]. This scenario and the acceleration processes involved
in the formation of “FAB” and “GPB” populations must
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be confirmed later on by the analysis of the individual
particle trajectories.
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